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Extra Video to 3GP Converter is a powerful, universal video-conversion and video-split 3GP
program that converts a video file to 3GP video formats. It can convert video from AVI, DIVX,
XVID, MPEG, MPG, WMV, ASF, RM, RMVB, DAT, MOV, SWF, FLV, VOB and NSV to
Mobile 3GP.

Extra Video to 3GP Converter is simple and easy to use. Just a few mouse clicks is all it
takes; you do not have to have a lot of technical knowledge to convert files like a professional.
 

key  features

Converts video from AVI, DIVX, XVID, MPEG, MPG, WMV, ASF, RM, RMVB, DAT,
MOV, SWF, FLV, VOB and NSV to Mobile 3GP format.

Converts video from AVI, DIVX and XVID formats to Mobile 3GP.

Converts video from MPEG or MPG to Mobile 3GP.

Converts video from WMV or ASF to Mobile 3GP.

Converts video from RM and RMVB formats to Mobile 3GP.

Converts video from MOV format to Mobile 3GP.

Converts video from SWF and FLV formats to Mobile 3GP.

Converts video from ASF, DAT, VOB and NSV formats to Mobile 3GP

Set the start position and end position of source file to convert.

Simple and easy to use. Just a couple of clicks on the output setting panel and you
can make conversions like a professional!

As if that isn’t enough, Extra Video to 3GP Converter also allows you to make batch
file conversions, and will even let you choose to have your computer automatically
shut down after lengthy batch conversions.

system   requirements

Os_support : WinXP,Windows2003,Windows Vista Ultimate
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